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Abstract 

A novel classification scheme for polyhex hydrocarbons is proposed. 

There has been considerable discussion about the classification of polyhex hydro- 
carbons at the Third International Mathematical Chemistry Conference held (March 
5-9,  1989) in Galveston, Texas. Several classification schemes have been discussed, 
but not a single one was complete enough to embrace all possible cases. This prompted 
us to propose in the present note a novel classification of polyhex hydrocarbons. The 
present classification is based on the graph-theoretical and topological characteristics of 
polyhexes. 

The carbon skeletons of polyhex hydrocarbons may graph-theoretically be de- 
picted by polyhexes [1-6]. Polyhexes are graphs which can be obtained by any com- 
bination of regular hexagons such that two hexagons have exactly one common edge or 
are disjoint. Polyhexes may be planar or non-planar graphs. A polyhex is a planar graph 
if, and only if, it can be mapped onto the graphite lattice. Otherwise, a polyhex is a non- 
planar graph. 

Here, we will consider only finite polyhexes. Infinite polymeric polyhexes [7,8] 
may be classified much as finite polyhexes. One class among these extended systems 
appears to be particularly intriguing: This is the class of fractal benzenoid hydro- 
carbons [8b]. These structures are representative of fractal aromatic systems [8c]. 

Planar and non-planar polyhexes may be partitioned into two classes: 1-factor- 
able polyhexes and non-l-factoraNe polyhexes. A polyhex is a 1-factorable graph if, 
and only if, it possesses 1-factors [9]. A 1-factorable polyhex may serve as a model for 
a Kekul6an hydrocarbon, while a non-l-factorable polyhex depicts a non-Kekul6an 
hydrocarbon [10]. 1-factorization implies that the polyhex hydrocarbon in question 
possesses Kekul6 structure(s) [11]. 

1-factorable polyhexes may conveniently be split into ben~noid graphs and 
coronoid graphs [12,13]. Benzenoid graphs or benzenoids are simply connected poly- 
hexes [4,9] which correspond to benzenoid hydrocarbons [10]. Benzenoids may be cata- 
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condensed (cata-benzenoids) or peri-condensed (peri-benzenoids) polyhexes 
[1,4,10,14,15]. The difference between cata-benzenoids and peri-benzenoids is related 
to the presence of the inner (internal) vertices [16]. A cata-benzenoid is a benzenoid 
graph which does not contain inner vertices, while a peri-benzenoid is a benzenoid 
graph with inner vertices of valency 3. The necessary but not sufficient condition for 
a peri-condensed polyhex to be a peri-benzenoid is that the number of inner vertices is 
even. If inner vertices of valency 2 appear, then the benzenoid contains a hole [17]. A 
hole is a finite region of size greater than a hexagon [18]. Polyhexes containing one or 
more holes are named corona-condensed polyhexes [19] or coronoids [12]. 

Cata-benzenoids may be branched or unbranched structures. Unbranched cata- 
benzenoids may be linear, e.g. acenes [20], or angular. The extreme case of angular 
planar cata-benzenoids is the class of zig-zag cata-benzenoids or polyphenanthrenes 
[21 ]. The class of peri-benzenoids consists of unbranched peri-benzenoids and branched 
peri-benzenoids. Branching of peri-benzenoids may occur in a "cata" or "peri" manner. 

Coronoids consist of three groups of structures [12,13,22]: primitive coronoids, 
multiple coronoids and complex coronoids. Primitive coronoids are polyhexes contain- 
ing a single hole, while multiple coronoids contain two or more holes. Complex 
coronoids contain one or more holes and cata- and/or peri-condensed fragments. 

Planar non-Kekul6an polyhexes may by divided into three classes: peri-non- 
Kekul6ans, multiple coronoid and complex coronoid non-Kekul6ans. Note that cata- 
polyhexes and primitive coronoids cannot be non-Kekul6an because they do not contain 
inner vertices. 

Non-planar polyhexes also differ among themselves with respect to 1-factoriza- 
tion. Thus, they may also be split, in a manner similar to planar polyhexes, into 1- 
factorable (or Kekuldan) non-planar polyhexes (benzenoids) and non-l-factorable (or 
non-Kekul6an) non-planar polyhexes. 

Kekul6an non-planar benzenoids consist of helicenes, composite helicenes and 
toroidal structures. Helicenes are angularly (ortho) annelated benzenoids which possess 
helical symmetry [24,25]. Composite helicenes are composed of helicenes and cata- 
benzenoids, peri-benzenoid and/or coronoid fragments [24,25]. Toroidal structures 
represent a class of very unusual Kekuldan non-planar polyhex hydrocarbons [23]: 
toroidal benzenoids are those structures that have a Iv-network equivalent to that of a 
graphitic fragment with cyclic boundary conditions. Toroidal benzenoids may be imagined 
as structures mapped onto the surface of a torus, and are expected to be an aromatic 
species [23b]. These benzenoids may cover the surface of the torus with hexagons, but 
there is also the possibility of having (coronoid) holes, which is also possible on closed 
surfaces with higher genus. The possibility of polyhex structures on surfaces not 
embeddable in three-dimensional Euclidean space evidently has not been explored. 

Non-KekulEan non-planar polyhexes may also be divided into two classes: peri- 
non-Kekul6an and non-Kekul6an complex coronoids containing helical fragments (so- 
called heli-coronoids [15]). As we have already stated, all these and other polyhex 
classes may serve as graph-theoretical models [26] of polyhex hydrocarbons. The 
proposed classification of polyhex hydrocarbons is diagrammatically summarized in 
fig. 1. 
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Among the classes of polyhex hydrocarbons, the members of the following are 
known [20,25,27,28]: benzenoid hydrocarbons, coronoid hydrocarbons, helicenes and 
certain composite helicenic hydrocarbons. The most studied are benzenoid hydro- 
carbons [15,20,27,28]. Planar and non-planar non-Kekuldan polyhex hydrocarbons are 
practically unknown, in agreement with aar ' s  postulate [29], according to which 
polyhex hydrocarbons without Kekul6 structures are expected to be unstable. 
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